Closing Grain/Oilseed Comments
Kevin Riesberg Monday July 16, 2018
CORN: The corn market closed steady to slightly firmer after 2 sided trade with overnight weakness giving
way to firmer trade during the day session but failed to hold the gains. Weather maps remain generally
favorable with no extreme
heat seen for the next 2
weeks while most areas
have adequate moisture or
are forecast to see rain in
the next 10 days. Crop
ratings slipped 3% on the
G/E this afternoon to 72%,
slightly more than the 1%
traders expected. Silking
is 63% vs 5 yr avg of
37%. The map at left
shows most of the Midwest
is running ahead of normal
on Growing Degree Days
(map reflects difference
between current and the
avg of 1981-2010 years).
With MO and southern
IL/IN running 300-400
untils ahead of normal,
would look for corn
harvest to run a little
earlier than normal.
Weekly export inspections
were in the range of
estimates at 47.9 mln bu
but slightly less than the 51.5 mln bu needed to hit the
USDA number. S. Korea booked another 66k tons of
option origin corn for Dec arrival at $203.99 a ton
landed. S. Korea continues to extended their feed
coverage through Dec.
US farmer selling remains at a standstill even with the
small bounce earlier today failing to find much sell
interest from the country. Most producers are willing
now to wait and see how field tour/yield checks go in
August before making giving up sales on the balance of
their old crop corn.
Back to the futures trade, we look for choppy sideways
trade the next few weeks until we get the August crop
report. Funds are short over 100k contracts and have
the ability of adding another 100k contracts of shorts if
the weather conditions remain favorable through August.
Sept/Dec corn spread pushed out to -13.75 cents carry
today. Barge freight is flat with both IL and Mid-Miss
River trading at 405% of tariff. Look for firmer trade
tonight on the slip in G/E.
SOY-COMPLEX: Soybeans and soymeal closed higher
with support coming from a strong NOPA crush report
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and hope the US/China will start trade talks again soon. Soymeal remains supported on strong CIF values
and world values while soyoil prices
continue to struggle vs soymeal. The
NOPA crush for June at 159.2 mln bu was
a record, see chart below from Randy
Mittelstaedt. Cash crush margins of over
$1.50-1.70 a bu is proving strong
incentive for the US processors to keep
running at max capacity. August board
crush margin did pull back today below
$2.00 after hitting $2.08 last Friday.
Export news remains generally quiet with
Chinese crushers continuing to book
Brazilian cargoes for August and forward
months. US weekly export inspections at
23.3 mln bu was in line with estimates and
near the 23.1 mln bu needed to hit the
USDA projected number.
Weather forecast remains generally
favorable though traders expect this
afternoon’s crop ratings slip 1% on the G/E and instead they slipped 2% to 69%. This should give some
support for the night session.
WHEAT: Wheat markets gave back some of their 20 cent/bu gain from the last 2 days while European futures
were able to stay near steady to slightly higher. Chart below the spread between Chicago SRW futures and
EU to over $35 a ton. Russian wheat prices continue to inch higher on the smaller yield reports. Russia’s
wheat harvest is moving faster than normal due the dryness and smaller yields. The Russian Ag Ministry
repors over 15.5 mln acres have been harvested vs 4.7 mln acres last year. Wheat yields are running 57.7
bpa vs 69.8 bpa a year ago.
Export news saw Saudi Arabia book 625,000 tons of 12.5% protein wheat over the weekend. Traders
indicate at least 110k tons will come from the Baltics with some cargoes also possible from Canada and the
US. US weekly export inspections were better than expected at 17.3 mln bu but still less than the 18.8 mln
bu needed to hit the USDA number.
US spring wheat ratings were unchanged at 80% G/E. US winter wheat harvest is 74% ocmplete vs 5 year
avg of 71%. Look for steady to mixed trade overnight. NWS Maps below:
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This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research
report prepared by R.J. O’Brien’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you are an experienced user of the futures markets, capable of
making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on this communication in making trading decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW.
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COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS. TO
THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR
JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A
SOLICITATION.

The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable investment.
Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based
on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such
information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time
and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.
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